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‘ Nrrn ‘STA as PATENT OFFICE. » 
MAX H. FISCHER, OF: EAST ORANGE,‘ NEW JERSEY. 

GRIPPING DEVICE FOR RODS, TUBES, AND THE LIKE. 

To all whomit may concern: > _ _. ~ 

Be it knownthat I, MAX H. FISCHER, a 
citizen of the United States, residing at 
East‘ Orange, in the county of Essex and 

. State,of New Jersey, have invented certain 
new and useful Improvements in Gripping 
Devices for Rods, Tubes,“ and the Like, of 
which the following is a speci?cation. 
My invention relates to gripping or 

clutching devices and especially to a device 
which‘ is'designed for automatically inter 
locking two parts atany suitable point of 
adjustment . when the ‘same _ are moved 
lengthwise relative to‘ each other. 
By my invention I produce a quick-act 

ing gripping device which will so interlock 
or which may be con; 

structed so as to interlock in either direc 
tion desired, and which will be comparaq 
tively simple, durable and cheap, and which 
can be easily andquickly manipulated from 

i a suitable place, while permitting the grip 
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ping mechanism to be entirely inclosed, thus 
leaving no open space for the accumulation 
of dust and dirt. ‘ ' ‘ 

Similar letters of reference refer to simi 
lar parts throughout the drawings. - 
In the accompanying drawings, Figure 1 

is a longitudinal section of'my improved de 
vice, ‘the inclosingv casing and operating 
stem being partially broken away; Fig. 2 
is a similar section'of a modi?ed form show 
ing the device gripping against movement 
in one direction only ;, Fig. 3 is a longitudi 
nal section of another modi?ed form; Fig. 61 
is a cross—section ‘on the line 4.-—4 Fig. 2; 
Fig. 5 is a cross-section- on the line 5-5 Fig. 

Fig. 6 is a partial section on an enlarged 
scale; Fig. 7 is another partial section on an 
‘enlarged scale; Fig. 8 is a modi?cation on, 
an enlarged scale; Fig. 9 is an elevation of 
another modi?cation of my device, 
the casing partly broken 7 
section on the'line 9-—9. of Fig. 9; Fig. 11 is 
a cross-section on the line 11-11 of Fig. 
10; and Fig. 12 ‘is another modi?cation. 

.In the drawings, ‘A represents the‘ rod or 
other member to be'gripped' ‘ ' - 

B represents a casing, which is preferably 
in the form of a hollow cylinder and is ‘pro 
vided with internal'conical faces G, which 
taper toward the hole or bore Z)_,/wh1ch hole 

F or bore preferably extends from end to end 

55 
- of the casing _ 
diameter'throughout its length. The oomcal , 

B, and is of the same size or 

Speci?cation of Letters Patent. 

having ‘ 

away; Fig. 10 is av 

large to permit them to fall out. 
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faces 0 are not essential, as one or more in- V 
clined faces will serve the purpose. 

. D indicates rolling grippers which ride 
upon the conical faces C and are interposed 
between the member'to be gripped and said 
conical faces.- The number and shape of the 
gripping devices may be varied, three balls 
or spheres riding on each of the inclined 
faces being preferred, as illustrated in the 
forms of the device shown in Figs. 1 to 8 
inclusive. - ' '* 

E is an operating stem, preferably in the 
form of an intervening tube or tubular 
sleeve, which slides in the hole or bore 6 of 

-the casing and preferably extends beyond 
both ends thereof. Each end of this inter 

' vening tube or sliding sleeve is provided with 
a knob ,or handle F which, besides its usual 
function, acts as a stop for limiting the slid 
ing movement‘ of the said operating stem E 
with relation. to the casing B. More than 
one knob is-not desirable in some cases and the 
knob at either or both ends may be dispensed 
with, ‘~ any suitable‘ stop for limiting the 
movement of the a‘ stem being substituted. 

, Said operating stem E is afso provided with ' 
apertures G of such size and so placed that 
the grippersnE will be permitted to impinge 
against the member to be gripped when the 
operating stem is in one position and that 
‘the endwise edges, 9 of said apertures will 
.slide in between the grippers and the mem 
ber to be gripped, roll back said grippers/ 
out of gri ping contact, and ?nally result in 
cutting o the said grippers when said v0p 
erating stem is moved to its other position. 
The apertures shown in‘ Figs. 1, 3, 6.and 7 
are in the form of longitudinally disposed 
slots. long enough to accommodate opposite 
grippers, while in Figs. 2 and 8 separate 
holes for eachgri-pper are shown. ' 
When more than one set of grippers, op 

crating upon divergent or convergent coni 

6‘, 7 and 8, the endwise edges g‘ of the aper 
tures G will be solocated ‘as to permit the 
grippers riding upon one inclined or conical 

> face to impinge or grip while simultane 
ously cutting off the grippers riding upon 
‘the opposite inclined or conical face. "These , 
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cal faces are employed, as shown in Figs. 1, . 
100 

apertures are preferably of a size su?iciently- f 
large to permit the grippers to protrude and 
freely to grip or impinge, but not sufficiently 

H indicates spring -Ypressed/ washers or 



' plungers which abut against the rolling 
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grippers at one side, and normally force 
said grippers toward the narrow end. of the 
conical faces C. These washers, however,‘ 
are not essential as the spring or springs 
may be made to abut against the grippers 
directly. Any suitable spring may be em 
ployed for ‘this purpose, the spiral spring J 
being shown arranged around the operating 
stem. 
The operation of the device is as follows: 

Assuming the parts to be in the positions 
shown in Figs. 1 and 6, the member A is 
locked against movement in either direction. 
When the knob at one endis pulled, or the 
knob at the other'end is pushed, the edges 
9 at one end of the apertures G slide in be 
tween the rolling grippers and the member 
A, rolls said grippers back into the wider 
space on the conical face, ?nally cutting off 
contact between the grippers at one end of 
the device and the member A, whereupon 
the member A may be moved in the direc 
tion opposite to that in which the operating 
stem is pushed or pulled, while it remains 
interlocked against movement in the other 
direction. Thus in Fig.v 7 the operating 
stem is shown'as. pushed or pulled down 
ward and the member A released against 
vupward movement but locked, against down 
ward movement. To move the member A 
in the opposite direction, it is only necessary 

' to again manipulate the operating stem to 
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- rection. 

the position shown in Fig. 8, when the 
member A may be freely moved downward 
but not upward. . ' 

Fig. 2 shows a modi?cation of the device 
interlocking against movement in one direc 
tion. only. The operation is substantially 
the same as that described above. 

- In Fig. 3 anothermodi?cation is shown 
in which the conical faces on which the roll 
ing grippers ride are formedin the member 
A instead. of in the outer member and ‘is 
designed to grip the inside of a tube or other 
hollow member. When it is desired to with 
draw the tube, the knob F is engaged'and 
pulled, whereupon the tube may be with 
drawn. 

Figs. 9, 10 and 11 show a slight modi?ca 
tion of the device in which the member .to 
be gripped and the casing are rectangular 
in cross-section. In said ?gures, the casing 
B1 is provided withlinclined faces C1, be 
tween which and the member to be gripped 
are interposed rollers D1 instead of balls, 
and the intervening member is a plate E1. 
Knobs are provided at only one end of this 
modi?cation, a shoulder e reciprocating in 
a recess 61 formed in the bore of the casing 
acting as a stop to ‘limit the relative move 
ment of the plate to the casing in one di 

H1- indicate spring-pressed plun 
' gers, which abut against the rollers and 

65 normally force them toward the narrowend 
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of the inclined faces. The other parts of the 
device are substantially identical and the 
operation is the same as that of ‘the device 
shown in Figs. "1, 6, 7 and 8. . 
‘F 'g. 12 illustrates another modification, 

in which the wedges D2 are substituted for 
the balls or rollers of the other construc 
tions. . _ - _ 

What I claim and desire to secure by Let~ 
ters Patent, is: ' 

1. The combination of two members, one 
being tubular and the ' other extending 
within the same, one of said members being 
movable longitudinally with respect to the 
other, and the relatively non-movable mem 
ber having an inclined surface, a gripping 
device for'engaging the inclined surface and 
an opposing surface on the movable mem 
ber; a spring for normally pressing the 
gripping device into ‘contact with‘ said sur 
faces and a sleeve movable longitudinally 
of the non-movable member and having a 
beveled edge adapted upon longitudinal 
movement to intervene between the grip 
ping device and the movable member, 
whereby the gripping device is movedllat 
‘erally and longitudinally at the beginning 
of movement. of the same to release the mov 
‘able member. 

2. The combination with a tubular mem 
ber of another member arranged within the 
same-one member being ‘movable longi 
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tudinally with regard to the other, an in- ' 
clined surface arranged near each end of 
one of said members, a gripping device ar 
ranged intermediate each inclined face and 
the surface of the other member, means 
adapted normally to maintain each of said 
gripping devices in engagement with said 
last mentioned member to prevent move 
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ment thereof in either direction, ‘and oper- . 
ating'means adapted upon alternate move 
ment in opposite directions alternately to 
‘release each of the gripping devices to per 
mit movement of the movable member alter 
nately in one direction but not in the other. 

3. The combination of two members, one 
being tubular and the other extending 
within the san1e—one_ member being mov 
able longitudinally with respect to the other, 
and the relatively non-movable member be 
ing provided with oppositely inclined sur 
faces, a gripping device arranged interme 
diate each inclined surface and the surface 
of the other member; means adapted nor-v 
mally to maintain each of said gripping de 
vices in engagement with the movable mem 
bet to prevent movement in either direction, 
and operating means consisting of a sleeve 
movable longitudinally of said members, 
having\ a beveled-edgev elongated aperture 
contiguous to each of-the gripping devices 
the edge of/such apertures being adapted 
upon movement in opposite directions alter 
natelyto' intervene between the gripping 
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devices and the movable member whereby 
the gripping device on one incline will be 
removed out of contact'with the movable 
member while the gripping device on the 
opposite incline ‘remains in gripping con 
tact. v ' 

4. The combination with a tubular mem 
ber, of another member arranged within the 
s'ame,—one' member being movable longi 
tudinally with regard to the other, an in 
clined surface near each end of one of said 
members, a plurality of grippingdevices ar 
ranged intermediate each inclined ;face and 
the‘ surface of the other member and sub 
stantially- encircling the inner member, 
means adapted normally to maintain each 

a 

[8 
vset of said gripping devices iii-engagement 
with the movable member to prevent move 
ment thereof, and operating means adapted 
on movement in opposite directions alter 
nately to remove and maintain \one set of 
gripping devices out of contact with the 
movable member but to leave the other ‘set 
of gripping devices in gripping'engagement 
therewith. ’ 

20' 

In witness whereof, I have signed 'my _ 
name to the foregoingspeci?cation in the 
presence of two subscribing’ witnesses. 

‘ MAXJFI. FISCHER; 
Witnesses: ' \ 

H; R. BAUER, 
Jos. F. O’BRIEN. 
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